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USING SOUR FLARE TRACK DENSITIES TO DETERMINE THE ORIGIN OF 
INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES, George E. Blanford, University of Houston-Clear 
Lake, Houston, TX 77058. 

Sandford [I] theoretically explored the use of solar flare track 
densities in interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) to distinguish whether they 
were of cometary or asteroidal origin. He determined that there were 
differences in the characteristic distributions of track densities that would 
occur from these two possible sources. Flynn [2,3] examined the heating of 
IDPs on atmospheric entry and concluded that IDPs must be predominantly from 
asteroidal sources because these asteroidal particles would have sufficiently 
low velocities to survive atmospheric heating with little or no modification 
whereas cometary particles would ordinarily have velocities that are much 
higher. This paper looks at what we can learn by combining the approaches of 
Sandf ord [ 11 and Flynn [ 2,3 ] . 

Determining the buildup of tracks in an IDP follows the procedure of 
Sandford [I]. He used the formulas derived by Wyatt and Whipple [4] to follow 
the change in eccentricity and semimajor axis of a particle under the 
influence of radiation pressure and Poynting-Robinson drag [ 5 ] .  We have 
modified these formulas to include solar wind drag as 30% of Poynting-Robinson 
drag. The modified formula for the time to go from eccentricity e to 
eccentricity ej+l (ej > ej+l) is given by j 

where s is the radius, p is the density, and v is the absorption coefficient 
of the particle in cgs units. Bums et al. [6] have shown that a Mie 
coefficient should be used in general rather than an absorption coefficient. 
However, IDPs that are large enough to handle and analyze fall in a size range 
in which geometrical optics should apply and an abs rption coeffici nt should 3 5 be adequate. Results reported here are for s - 10- cm, p - 1 g/cm , and v - 
1. The constant C is given by 

where a, and e, are the initial semimajor axis and eccentricity of the 
particle. The track density is then given by 

P track 

where A is the track production rate at 1 AU which is assumed to follow an 
inverse square law from the Sun such t at - 2. Results reported here use a 
preliminary value of A = 6 x lo5 cm-%r-' [7] . The fraction of an orbital 
period Api between ri and ri+l (ri > ri+l) is given by 
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These formulas were coded such that Api was calculated in steps of ri/lOO and 
time intervals were calculated for steps of a/100 or Ae = 0.0001 whichever 
was greater. The integration was finished when the line of nodes reached 
values of 1.017 AU and 0.983 AU. The geocentric velocities of the particle 
were also calculated at the nodal crossings. 

Accumulated track densities and geocentric nodal crossing velocities 
were calculated for a representative set of the following groups of planetary 
bodies: Aten, Apollo, Amor, Hungaria, Phocaea, Cybele, and Hilda asteroids, 
archetypes of the Hirayama families among the first 240 catalogued asteroids, 
comets with q > 1.5 AU Q < 6 AU, and many of the comets associated with meteor 
streams or showers. Orbital elements were taken from [8, 9,101 . Results are 
plotted in Fig. 1. Calculated tra k de sit es have values consistent with 
most experimental measurements of 10 ' -10 1111. 

It is known that high velocity particles will volatilize in the 
atmosphere (eg.  [2,3]). For this reason we would not expect IDPs to come 
significantly from Apollo, Aten, from most of the Amor asteroids, and comets 
responsible for meteor showers [12]. Excluding these sources we find that 
track densities are rather closely packed together for sources that have low 
velocities at nodal crossing. There are comets with low eccentricities and 
perihelia > 1.5 AU which should contribute low velocity particles to the 
stratospheric du col ection. The statistical uncertainty of measuring trgk 
densities of -lof6 cm-' in grains of -2.5 x cm-2 will be 22 x 10 cm . 
This degree of resolution would make it possible to distinguish particles 
derived from Amor asteroids from low eccentricity comets and Trojan asteroids. 
It is doubtful that we could distinguish other sources using track density 
measurements. 
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Fig. 1. Geocentric 
velocities at nodal 
crossing versus 
track densities in 
20 pm dust grains 
originating from 
different families 
of planetary bodies 
which have decayed 
by Poynting- 
Robinson drag. Low 
velocity grains 
have similar 
orbital elements 
which leads to 
similar track 
densities. 
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